RAINLINE SPECIFIED FOR LUXURY TIMBER CLAD LODGES
LINDAB BUILDING PRODUCTS LIMITED

Cumbrian based Retreat Homes (Manufacturing) Limited designs and builds a range of
premium quality, custom designed timber lodges for both the UK and European markets.
Each innovative lodge is built to high specification standards and complies with BS3632
Residential Park Homes and National Caravan Council Specifications. This sets out
stringent requirements regarding sound and thermal insulation, safety, construction and
durability.

When considering rainwater control for the lodges the company wanted a product that not
only performed well but its quality and aesthetic styling was also important. Retreat Homes
chief designer Wendy McKay said ‘We have specified Rainline from Lindab for all our
lodges; it’s a quality, reliable product which looks classy too’.

Each Retreat Home features, depending on its size, - which can be up to 20 metres in
length, approximately 30 linear metres of Rainline in a galvanised finish. The lodge is fully
constructed in one or two pieces, prior to leaving the production line, with the Rainline
system normally being installed on-site.
Over 40 lodges have been built by Retreat featuring Rainline. Lindab’s UK Business
Manager Jonathan Fennell says ‘We are delighted that Retreat Homes has specified
Rainline; they have exacting demands for products used on their lodges and I am pleased to
say Rainline ticks all the right boxes for them’

Combined with high performance and competitive pricing, Rainline is one of the most
effective solutions for the control of rain drainage on all types of buildings. Manufactured
from high quality steel, a high percentage of which is recycled material; Rainline offers
minimal thermal movement and UV stability. It will not crack, fade, blister or peel, is highly
resistant to corrosion and virtually maintenance free.

Available in 10 stylish high build polyester colours and Aluzinc, the finish of which is
guaranteed for 20 years, Rainline is also available in a natural copper finish. Rainline at the
end of its natural life can itself be totally recycled further underpinning its carbon footprint
and whole life costing credentials.
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